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Sustaining the conversation



To set the scene – we have four tasks

2

Clarify what we 
want to talk 

about

Define our 
key audiences

Craft our 
messages 
(carefully)

Source: Rabobank, 2019

Act swiftly
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Let’s be clear – what exactly do we 
want to talk about?



A clear message

4Source: The a2 Milk Company, 2019



Another clear message

5Source: Oatly, 2019



Hmmm, not so clear

6Source: Perdue, 2019



Plenty of information and claims…

7Source: Target; Maverick Ranch; Coles, 2019



Clarity in what we want to say is 
important
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In a complicated world, being clear makes a difference

Sustainability is complex – it means many things to different 
people

What exactly do we want to focus on? What matters to our key 
audiences?

Source: Rabobank, 2019
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We should be clear who our key 
audiences are



We know our popular critics



And we have smart critics as well

11Source: IATP, GRAIN, Heinrich Boell Foundation, 2017



And don’t forget the vegans!
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But most of us live in echo chambers
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Most people like to hear their own views ‘echoing’ back to them



Meanwhile, consumers are choosing 
meat with sustainability claims

14

Meat with claims is growing fastest Production systems influence sales

Source: NAMI, 2019; Rabobank, 2019



Focusing on key audiences is 
important
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Our resources are scarce, we can’t talk to everyone

We should focus more on consumers, and less on our critics 
(and maybe less on each other)

And our starting point with consumers is positive

Source: Rabobank, 2019
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Care needed in crafting our message



The most important audience for our 
story is already switched on

17

Online searches show that consumers see eating protein as a ‘good’ thing

Source: Google, Rabobank 2019



We have a great story to tell
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We are making some great progress on sustainable beef, around the world

Source: Integrity Beef; Rabobank 2019

The many examples of 
beef sustainability in 
practice show consumers 
how we are improving 



And we have a better story than 
some others

19Source: CattleTales, Rabobank 2019

Consumers are motivated by 
health as well as by 
sustainability – we should 
support their choice of beef, 
whatever the motivation



We need to be better at our 
messaging
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The elements of our story are good

The delivery of this story should improve

Most consumers like beef – we need to help them feel great 
about this choice

Source: Rabobank 2019



Act swiftly



Our social licence to operate is under 
pressure

Source: EAT-Lancet Commission, 2019; FAO/OECD, 2019; Rabobank 2019

The ‘planetary health diet’ is 
incredibly challenging for global  
animal protein



So, our four tasks

23

Clarify what we 
want to talk about:

Focus our story on 
just a few issues

Define our 
key audience:

Clarify who works 
with whom

Craft our messages 
(carefully):

Help consumers feel 
good about the 

choices they make

Source: Rabobank, 2019

Act swiftly:

Ensure we define the message and the story, while we can
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